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COSTS OF INCARCERATION POLICIES

ABSTRACT: All costs Of incarceration are normally under-
estimated. The single, most expensive incarceration policy
is new; prison construction, which can run as high as 4-5
times the frequently estimated cost of $73,000 per cell.
Maintenance costs of incarceration--which run from $15,000
to $25,000 per inmate--are relatively fixed costs, and
remain remain unaffected by minor shifts in the numbers of
prisoners. Thus, the major costs in incarceration policy
stem from the decision to operate a facility; reductions in

the numbers of prisoners housed will have a negligible
impact on costs.
"hidden"

A large percentage of these costs is
--covered in non-correctional budgets--and can

amount to as much as one-third the total correctional costs
Of incarceration. Because incarceration policy costs are
not subject to easy manipulation, opportunity costs are
substantial and intractable--incarceration policy commits
public funds to corrections that cannot be used for other
purposes. Constitutional operating standards have the effect
of making incarceration increasingly more expensive.



The Costs of Incarceration Policies

Published estimates of the cost of constructing new
facilities frequently range from $40,000 to $70,000 per cell.
Estimates of operating costs per inmate often range from
$10,000 to $25,000 per year. Figures such as these are used
as a basis for the public debate on prison policy economics.

In this package, we explore the true, full costs of in-
carceration policy. We find that most previously stated
incarceration cost estimates are misleading. For example, the
construction costs are actually much more than is normally
estimated, while costs per inmate actually expand as populations
are reduced, since most of these costs are fixed and do not fluc-
tuate greatly in actual dollars with changes in numbers of
prisoners. "based on our review of studies of prison costs, we
conclude that: 1) Policy makers consistently underestimate the
costs of incarceration; 2) the most expensive imprisonment
policy is one of new facility construction; and 3) correctional
and constitutional standards serve to increase costs of correc-
tional facilities.

TYPES OF INCARCERATION COSTS

Although the practice of incarceration in this country has
spanned centuries, only in recent years has its use been subject
to serious financial scrutiny. The combination of current trends
toward fiscal austerity and the, failure of prison construction
to keep apace of burgeoning inmate populations [1] has prompted
both citizen's groups and private organizations [2]to take a closer
look at the costs of imprisonment. An emphasis on professionalism
in corrections, encouraged by the National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals [3]and the American Correc-
tional Association[4], among others [5] has led to the abandonment
of traditional accounting methods in favor of the objective
evaluation of costs. The surprisingly consistent results of
analyses such as these indicate that incarceration is a substan-
tially more expensive punishment option than most cost portrayals
have suggested.

One of the reasons these costs are understated is that one
or more of the four general costs of incarceration policy is
frequently ignored. Capital costs refer to the value of land,
buildings or equipment which are used over a period of years.
Operating costs are those expenditures for supplies(e.g., food,
clothing and small equipment) and services (e.g., administrative,
medical, security and program personnel) consumed during a one
year period. Some of the financial support for incarceration
(such as finance charges and fees which accompany new construc-
tion) are stated in budgets other than those reported by Depart-
ment of Correction. These additional dollars comprise the hidden- -
costs of incarceration. An opportunity cost is the difference



in value (worth) between an activity foregone and the activity
undertaken under conditions of limited funds.

The Capital Costs of Incarceration

A number of generalizations may be made regarding capital
costs. [6] For one thing, costs differ depending upon the geo-
graphic region in which an institution is to be located.
According to the 1978 Census of Jails, the costs of materials
and labor involved in construction were found to be cheapest in
the South, and most expensive in the West.[7] Within regions,
capital costs can vary according to whether the site chosen is
urban, suburban or rural. The typical state institution, placed
in a remote area, may demand the construction of a complete physi-
cal plant, with special provisions for water and utilities.[8] A
metropolitan site may preclude such considerations, but higher
land costs are inevitable [9]

Capital costs _vary among types of institutions, depending
upon security classification. Two samp les  o f new construction
costs for institutions of different security levels taken in 1974
and 1978 provide evidence to suggest that costs radically in-
crease as security requi  rements are upgraded.[10] A proposal
for an alternative cell construction design recommended by the
National Clearing House for Criminal Justice Planning and
Architecture indicates however, that the choice of nontradi-
tional building materials may provide intended levels of security
at less than half the original costs.[ll]

Hidden capital costs. Construction estimates are usually
made public without the inclusion of several substantial costs.
Among the omissions turned up in one examination of a proposed
Connecticut facility were architectual fees (an additional 8%);
the cost of construction supervision (2.3%); agency fees (3.5%);
equipment costs (10%); the costs of insurance and bid (1%) and
finance charges (10-15%). The inclusion of these hidden costs
raised original Department of Corrections estimates from $50,000
per bed, to $75,000.[12] The costs of furnishing were excluded
from the original estimate of a proposed Yew York facility, even
though they egualled 10% of that figure.[l3] This study of the
cost of corrections in New York[14]points out that precursory
costs are frequently underestimated to encourage project approval.
In this analysis the projected amortization of the construction
debt over 40 years was found to have a quadrupling effect on the
original cost estimate.[15] Such failure to include debt amor-
tization costs in construction calculations is not uncommon, and
it serves to dramatically understate these costs, since amortiza-
tion commits capital expenditures for years to come.

Delays, oredominantly associated with site acquisition, are
also an integral part of the prison construction process and play
no
do

less important a role in an assessment of capital costs than
the prices of tangible goods and visible services.

which lapses between the approval of a new prison and the date of
its first admission can be as long as five years, according to



one estimate.[l6] Given that construction costs in recent years
have risen at the rate of 13% annually, the bed which cost $75,000
in 1981 will cost $118,000 in 1985.[17] Capital projects which
may not commence until years following their approval require a
planning for costs which takes inflation figures such as this
one into account.

The Operating Costs of Incarceration

Operating costs include both "fixed" expenditures, such as
plant maintenance, which remain relatively unaffected by changes
in inmate population, and costs which do fluctuate according to
these variations. Costs which are independent of, capacity
chances typically include the support of the physical plant,
security Fixed expenditures do notforce and some programs. [18]
denote stable operating costs per inmate however: the per inmate
operating costs of a facility which is running below capacity
will be higher simply because a basic network of services must
be provided, no matter how few inmates are housed. [19] The re-
cent survey of prisons and jails completed by Abt Associates[20]
found a consistent relationship between lower operating costs
and higher inmate staff ratios, with-lower costs per inmate when-
ever a facility experienced overcrowding. Simple reductions in
the number of prisoners will net necessarily affect these opera-
ting costs.

Operating costs also vary, as do capital costs! according
to level of security: although here, the relationship is reversed.
Operating costs per inmate for prisons in New York in 1978
averaged $10,856 for maximum security institutions; $16,386 for
median security facilities and $17,244 for minimum security
temporary release facilities, although minimum security "camps"
averaged only $11,614. [21] This variation was attributed largely
to different staffing practices, especially security levels among
all facil ities. In maximum security institutions, the construc-
tion materials perform the work that officers carry out in less
secure facilities. Using New York as an example, where staff
salaries and benefits account for 80% of prison operating costs,
it is easy to see how dependant these costs are upon staffing
practices. The results of a cost analysis of the community-based
corrections facility in Indiana, in which little disparity was
found between the per diem costs of the community facility and
either the state prison or reformatory, partially supports these
findings. [22]

Like capital costs, operating costs are vulnerable to dif-
ferences in site location. The location of an institution in a
rural area may reduce land costs, but increase service costs when
urban resources (vocational, treatment, etc.) cannot be employed[23]

relationship wasA found between the operating costs of county
jails in New York and the socio-economic character of its counties'
resident populations, particularly per-capita income! the size of
the county tax base; and the complexity of the individual county



correctional systems.[24] Although it may seem intuitively
promising, there is little evidence at this time to support a
suggestion that there are "economies of scale" associated with
the use of larger facilities.[25]

Hidden operating costs. An evaluation of hidden operating
costs not only indicates costs which have clearly been ommitted
from corrections budgets, but those which are so buried or mis-
placed in the accounts of other public agencies that their fis-
cal significance is notably understated.

The 1978 study of the cost of incarceration in New York
State revealed that state operating expenditures of the Depart-
ment of Correctional Services, at that time $218.9 million,
comprised only 77 percent of the actual total cost of $285.5
million. Twenty-one percent, or 60.2 million of the remaining
cost -- designated for fringe benefits and retirement funds --
was found in the state's "miscellaneous" budget. Federal grant
monies, including LEAA, CETA, ESSA and Action qrants, contributed
an additional 1.7 percent, or $4.7 million, to the total. The

Department of Mental Hygiene spent $1.5 million on forensic
psychiatry services, or .5 percent of the total cost of correc-
tions. A final .03 percent -- $75,000 -- was spent by a private
organization, for inmate drug therapy programs.[26]

Other financial disclosures revealed by this report which
affect the total cost of corrections, and which are normally
excluded from cost analyses, include the cost of transporting
inmates to and from hospitals, the cost of requisite security
whenever an inmate made these trips,[27] and the annual cost of
treatment at state psychiatric hospitals for those inmates who
became disturbed while serving their sentences.[28] Similar

hidden costs were found in an evaluation of the New York; City
correctional system.[29]

An examination of the cost of a county detention center[30]
indicated several inadequacies in figures reported under the
"personnel services" category of the corrections budget for that
facility, including the failure to report staff who were working
at the center but funded by the jail; the failure to financially
account for personnel who divided their time between both faci-
lities; and the absence of fringe benefit payments.[31] It was
discovered that costs of phone use, utility services and heating
oil were understated estimates of actual use.[32]

As was the case in New York, federal program monies were not
reflected in the county budget, either. Aside form the fact that
that their omission distorts the true picture of incarceration
costs, the recognition of these funds helps to fully identify the
financial obligations of the receiving jurisdiction in later years
when the subsidies are withdrawn.[33] Consideration of these
hidden costs produced figures 28 percent greater than these re-
flected in the detention center budget-[34] These results are



not inconsistent with those furnished by a study of the costs of
the Indiana Department of Corrections, which placed actual ex-
penditures at one-third more than department estimates. [35]

One problem facing anyone wishing to assess the true costs
of incarceration is the failure of public accounting to acknow-
ledge the use of capital stock over time. Quite legitimately,
a pro rata share of the value of capital goods used in a given
year should be included in the operating budgets of corrections
facilities. [36l If the value of capital stock is included in
the costs only for the year in which the item is purchased, costs
can be misleading. Similarly, when such stock is used over a
period of years without accounting for the appropriate percentage
of that stock's value, costs will be substantially underestimated
for the years that the particular purchase is in use.

The values of operating costs can be hard to assess, expe-
cially when there is no budget category for the operating costs
of equipment, plant and land. These figures may be found in-
stead under contractual services, supplies and materials, where
ordinarily no depreciation is included. The operating capital
costs in the county study were estimated at $45,166, but even
this figure did not include the operating capital costs of
buildings and land, for which data were not available. [37]

An inquiry into the true costs of imprisonment reveals
other hidden costs which, although even further removed from
corrections budgets than those described above, contribute to the
support of a system of incarceration and are nonetheless relevant
in this discussion. These include the loss of unpaid taxes and
welfare costs for the dependants of inmates. A 1977 Study Of
persons incarcerated in Indiana estimated such hidden costs to
approach the figure given for inmate maintenance in that year [38]

Considered together, these hidden costs point not only to
substantially higher corrections costs but to the draining of
community resources. As one economist notes:

These figures demonstrate the tendency of public
agencies to view certain goods and services as "free", a
practice which results in an unreasonable "deflation" of
operating costs and biased figures in comparing alterna-
tives.. .Until such deficiencies are remedied, criminal
justice system planners will find themselves in the un-
enviable position of functioning in a vacuum... [39]

The Opportunity Costs of Incarceration

Opportunity costs are incurred whenever policies are followed
which are less profitable than alternative choices of action.
These costs include both the inappropriate and the inadequate
utilization of resources. For example, the land controlled, but
not used by one facility incurred an opportunity cost of $200,000
-- its market value if sold. (40] A halfway-house accumulated
opportunity costs of $468,000 through the mismanagement of employee



time, which could have been better spent in activities geared to-
ward compliance with corrections standards. [41]

Of all the opportunity costs of incarceration, there may be
none so glaring as inmate labor in prison industries. During

fiscal 1978, New York state lost approximately four million
dollars on its prison industry program, spending $13.6 million
on industries and returning only $9.6 million from the sale of
inmate-made goods to public agencies. Payments to inmate, which
ranged from $8.75 cents to $28.75 cents an hour, could hardly be
blamed for the loss. [42] More likely causes of inefficiency in
inmate labor are mismanagement and outdated technology.

Current experimentation with prison industries in seven
states provides strong indication that feasible and profitable
alternatives exist. In July 1981, LEAA certified prison industry
programs in Arizona, Kansas and Minnesota to sell goods in inter-
state commerce. [43] These programs, developed by Econ, Inc. and
the American Foundation [44], allow inmates to be employed in
private industries, with deductions in pay for Federal Income Tax,
family support and restitution (up to 50 percent of pay), and room
and board (up to 25 percent of pay). In 1980, inmates in the
Kansas State Penitentiary who volunteered to work at a nearby
metal parts industry returned $60,000 to that state in payment
for room and board. [45]

The most troublesome opportunity costs are difficult to
quantify, though they may be easily stated: public monies spent
on prisons cannot be used toward other social ends such as
schools, transportation and related social programs. This is a

particular problem for states that have spending caps preventing
deficit budgeting; for these, incarceration policies often force
a rearrangement of public priorities. Since prison maintenance
is a relatively fixed cost, regardless of the number of prisoners
housed, the commitment of monies to a policy of incarceration
guarantees long term opportunity costs with few cost control
options.

The Fiscal Impact of Overcrowding

In recent years virtually every state has experienced the
pressures of rapid and substantial prison population increases,
a trend which shows no signs of abating. According to one recent
report [46], most states are housing prison populations which
number twice the rated capacity of their correctional institutions.

In an assessment of the impact of revisions in Connecticut's
Sentencing Laws, the Institute for Economic and Policy Studies
(IEPS) [47] has identified four potential strategies for addressing
the population crunch. These include, in order from the least to
the most expensive: the utilization of existing capacity; the
renovation and enlargement of existing correctional facilities;
the conversion of existing, non-correctional facilities to cor-
rectional use; and the construction of new prisons. [48]





cost of 28.6 million.[56] A survey of 45 jails in Washington
State found a high overall rate of compliance, but projected
significant capital costs for the few standards with which there
was low compliance.[57]

When a standard is not being met, often more than one cost
option exists to handle the problem. Overtime payments, the
hiring of additional staff and staff reassignment are three
different ways of addressing a training need, for example. In
its evaluation of one New Jersey facility, IEPS noted that the
reduction in time spent by inmates in their cells would elimi-
nate the need for cell expansion.[58] Careful consideration of
options such as these can help control the costs of meeting
standards.

Discussion

Undeniably, imprisonment is an expensive penal policy. our
literature summary has shown how these costs are substantially
greater than most estimates would indicate, especially because a
large portion of imprisonment costs -- comprised of items such
as finance charges, pensions and fringe benefits, architectural
and construction fees, and grant monies -- fail to be reported
in corrections budgets. when all these cost figures are taken
into account, prison policies which call for new facility con-
struction are dramatically more expensive than most estimates
suggest (see Table 1). To build and operate a 500-cell facility
for one year commits almost 200 million dollars of a state's
resources, based on the results of our review. This is more
than 5 times the typical, per-cell construction estimate. Of
this amount, the greatest portion goes to construction; less to
maintenance and operation. The fact that most of these dollars
will be spent through bonds and not operating revenues does not
change the fact that these costs are extreme.

- - - - - - - - - -
Insert Table 1 here

- - - - - - - - -

In summary, even though cost accounting in corrections is in
a primitive stage, we would suggest that the foliowing is true,
based on current information:

The single, most expensive incarceration cost is the con-
struction of a new traditional facility. This cost is far
and away more than the cost of any other penal policy.
Some reductions in these costs can be achieved by building
non- traditional facilities.

Many costs of construction are "hidden"; Only a small per-
centage of true costs is reflected in the normal, per-cell
architects' estimates.





Once a new facility is built, cost savings cannot be
easily achieved simply by reducing the incarceration of
inmates, should rates of imprisonment fluctuate downward.
The opportunity costs will be difficult to eradicate.

The time lag of completing prisons can be as much as five
years, resulting in greater costs of delay together with
continuing population crises.










